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Light diffusion and temporal correlation transport are studied in an orientationally ordered multiply 
scattering medium. In particular, we experimentally demonstrate the anisotropic diffusion of light 
through a turbid nematic liquid crystal, and we measure the temporal correlations of these diffused 
speckle felds for the frst time. The measurements are shown to provide useful information about 
this material, specifcally the average rotational viscosity of the director. Computer simulations 
corroborate both the experimental observations and a more rigorous analytic theoretical formulation
of this problem. [S0031-9007(96)01117-9] 
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The careful consideration of light transport through tu
bid media has revealed a variety of exciting phenom
and applications. Recent fundamental advances incl
for example, the discoveries of coherent backscattering
and hidden correlations [2] from disordered media, stud
of light diffusion in highly scattering media with photo
gain [3], and the development and application of diffusi
wave spectroscopy (DWS) [4], whereby temporal corre
tions of highly scattered light elucidate dynamical motio
in complex fuids, particularly colloids [5]. In addition
diffusing photons are now used to generate low resolu
images of absorption and scattering variations in tiss
[6]. Virtually all of the media studied with diffusing ligh
have been isotropic. In this paper we investigate the 
ture of light diffusion and correlation transport through 
orientationally ordered turbid material. 

Nematic liquid crystals are composed of translationa
disordered rod shaped molecules that tend to align al
the same direction. The preferred direction is descri
by a unit vector called the director. As a result of the
directional correlations, nematics present interesting c
plications for light diffusion that extend beyond isotrop
random media. The optical properties of nematic l
uid crystals are highly anisotropic [7]. For example, t
light scattering cross sections originate from local dire
tor fuctuations and depend on the direction of the elec
feld and propagation vectors with respect to the aver
molecular orientation. Furthermore, nematic liquid cry
tals strongly scatter visible light; samples with thicknes
greater than a few millimeters appear milky white, and 
analogy with milky white colloids one might expect th
photons diffuse through these media. Indeed in two e
gant recent papers [8], coherent backscattering from tu
nematics has been reported. 

In this Letter we describe experiments that demonst
the anisotropic diffusion of light through a nematic liqu
crystal. We also study for the frst time temporal fuctu
tions of the diffused speckle felds, obtaining temporal a
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tocorrelation functions of the emerging speckle in seve
geometries, and showing that these measurements 
vide useful information about material properties. Final
computer simulations of light transport through nema
liquid crystals corroborate experimental observations
well as a more rigorous theoretical formulation [9] of th
problem. In total, the work elucidates the importance
anisotropy for imaging and spectroscopic studies that 
ploy diffusing light probes. The dynamical results, f
example, differ in an interesting way from previous DW
work in colloids, foams, and emulsions, because the sa
motional processes that give rise to material dynamic
nematic liquid crystal are also responsible for light sc
tering. Finally, these measurements may be useful for
investigation of hydrodynamics [10] on short time sca
where single light scattering studies are ineffectual. 

The scattering and dynamics in nematic liquid cryst
are caused by orientational fuctuations of the directorn. 
The differential cross section for single light scatteri
depends on the amplitude of the director fuctuatio
dnsr, td, which are perpendicular to their average value n0. 
The differential cross section for a nematic liquid crys
with volume V is [7] µ ¶2 2X d2ds Dev2 nfkBT siafz 1 izfa  V . (1)

dV 4pc2 ni cos di Kasqd a1 

2 2Here Ka sqd  K3qk 1 Kaq' 1 xaH2  , the Ki are the 
Frank elastic constants, De  ek 2 e'  is the difference
in dielectric constant parallel and perpendicular to 
director, respectively, xa is the anisotropy of the magneti
susceptibility, H is an applied magnetic feld that align
the director, q  kf 2 ki is the scattering wave vecto
which depends on the incoming (ki) and outgoing (kf ) 
light wave vectors and has components parallel (qk) and 
perpendicular (q') to  n0,  f  is the output light polarization
direction, in components fz along n0 and fa along the unit 
vectors ea of the director fuctuation eigenmodes [11], a
i is the input light polarization direction, which can also 
© 1996 The American Physical Society 2233 
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broken into components parallel and perpendicular to n0. 
v is the light frequency, c is the speed of light in vacuum
ni is the index of refraction associated with incident wa
direction ki and polarization direction i, nf is the index 
of refraction associated with scattered wave direction kf 

and polarization direction f, di is the angle between ki and 
its associated Poynting vector, kB is Boltzmann’s constant
and T is the sample temperature. Examination of Eq. 
reveals that the scattering is strongly peaked in the forw
direction, depends on ki and kf rather than q alone, and 
will typically cross couple ordinary and extraordinary ligh
beams. 

The director fuctuations are viscously damped. T
damping time tasqd, for the q-space mode dnasq, td is 
given by tasqd  hasqdyKasqd, where the mode viscos
ity hasqd is a combination of viscosities that appear in t
Leslie-Erickson equations [10] governing the director h
drodynamics. Thus the normalized single scattering e
tric feld temporal autocorrelation function isP2 2t 

a1 Fa sq; ki, i, kf , fd exps dtaG1ski , i, kf , f; td  P2 , 
a1 Fa sq; ki, i, kf, fd 

where Fa sq; ki, i, kf , fd  sia fz 1 izfa d2yKasqd. Fol-
lowing the spirit of DWS, we envision the transport of ph
tons through an optically thick nematic liquid crystal as
sequence of independent single scattering events from
cal volumes within the sample. After N scattering events
the autocorrelation function of the emerging speckle fe
g1 

N std, equals the average value of G1sq; ki, i, kf, f; td 
among the scattering events in the sequence, raised to
power N [12]. When tytasqd ¿ 1, the phase-dependen
piece of this result takes a simple form, 

Ng1 std  hexpf2sK0yh0dtgjN , (2) 

where ¿ À 
1 X2 pa 

K 0 Ka sqd ki ,i,kf ,fa1 ¿ ÀX21 pa  , (3) 
ki ,i,kf ,fh0 

a1 hasqd 

where pa  sia fz 1 faizd2 . The averages k· · ·lki  ,i,kf  ,f  in 
Eq. (3) are calculable, but are considerably more comp
than in conventional DWS in that they necessarily invol
an integration over all possible ki and kf . Furthermore, 
for cw temporal autocorrelation measurements, we m
add up the contributions of all possible photon paths 
tween our source and detector. In a nematic liquid cr
tal this problem is complicated by the fact that diffusio
is anisotropic so that the average time interval betwe
photon entry and exit does not depend purely on sour
detector separation. 

The light energy density Usr, td obeys an anisotropic
diffusion equation [9] in these media which, in the absen
of sources, is simply 

�Usr, td 2 2 sDk= k 1 D' = dUsr, td . (4)' �t 
2234 
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The nematic liquid crystal has light diffusion consta
DksD'd in the direction parallel (perpendicular) to n0. 
The anisotropic diffusion equation may be solved to yi
Pstd, the probability per unit time that a photon launch
on the input side of the sample arrives at the detec
Pstd depends on geometry Dk, D', and, in contrast to
the isotropic case, it also depends on the orientation of
source-detector displacement vector relative to n0. On the 
other hand, the average value of G1ski , i, kf, f; td among 
the scattering events in the sequence does not depen
path since, in the limit of many scattering events, the 
photon momentum transfer for the entire process d
not introduce a signifcant constraint on ki , kf , and q 
for a typical event in the sequence. Setting N  tyktl, 
where ktl  klski , idyylki ,i is the average time betwee
scattering events in the sample, and lski , id is the mean
free path for a photon traveling with wave vector ki , 
polarization i, and velocity v , we may obtain [9] the
measured DWS electric feld autocorrelation functio
g1std, i.e., 

Z ` 

g1std  dt Pstd expf2sAtygeffdtg , (5) 
0 

3pwhere A  2kBTDe2v4y9pc e' is a constant related
to the optical anisotropy, and geff is an effective viscosity
which comes from an arithmetic and angular average
the mode viscosities hasqd mentioned above. In Eq. (5
we see that the light diffusion affects only Pstd. This 
is quite different from the isotropic problem in colloid
suspensions where the photon random walk step app
in the dynamical decay rate as well as in Pstd. Physically 
this arises because the light scattering process in liq
crystals is the same process that gives rise to dynamic
the sample, whereas in colloids particle scattering affe
light diffusion while particle motion affects the dynamic
decay rates. We see from Eq. (5) that the measu
temporal decay will provide direct information abo
the geff. 

We have performed experiments with p-pentyl-p0-
cyanobiphenyl (5CB), a nematic liquid crystal with Tc 
35 ±C, in order to test these ideas. Our experimental se
is shown in Fig. 1. The liquid crystal was housed 
a temperature controlled glass cylindrical cell that w
1 cm thick and 2 cm in diameter. The entire sam
was placed in a 2 kG magnetic feld that oriented 
director along the z direction shown in Fig. 1(a). Th
sample was slowly cooled from the isotropic phase
this feld in order to improve sample homogeneity. T
magnetic coherence length at these felds was a
12 mm. Light at l  514.5 nm from an Ar-ion laser
was incident on the center of the sample face for 
measurements. Generally, the polarization of input 
output beams could be independently oriented parallel
perpendicular to the director. The illuminating area w
about 1 mm2 in all experiments except the backscatter
temporal correlation measurements. For detection
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FIG. 1. (a) Diffuse transmission measurement. (b) Tempo
correlation measurement. The coordinate system chosen 
the x axis along the incident light direction, the z axis along 
the director, and the y axis along the direction perpendicular 
both the director and light incident direction. 

transmission we used a multimode fber that we transla
to different locations on the back face of the cylindric
cell. The fber was coupled directly to a photomultipli
tube (PMT), from which the detected photons were pas
to a digital temporal autocorrelator with 25 nsec minimu
bin width. Consistency checks were performed us
colloidal suspensions with comparable optical proper
in the same apparatus (see discussion below). 

The results of our frst set of measurements are sho
in Fig. 2. Here we measured the diffuse transmiss
through the cell in directions parallel and perpendicu
to the director, i.e., along the z and y axes of Fig. 1(a),
respectively. The accuracy of the measurements was
termined by fnding, for each point, the standard dev
tion of the mean of each of the 16 runs performed, wh
gives an accuracy of about 0.5%. Variation of input a

FIG. 2. Anisotropic diffusive transmission in 5CB. The coo
dinate system follows Fig. 1. (a) Normalized diffuse transm
sion intensity parallel and perpendicular to the director. 
The ratio of the diffusive transmission intensity parallel to t
director to that perpendicular to the director as a function
distance from the center of the cylindrical cell. The dash
line is the calculated result obtained by solving Eq. (4). 
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output relative polarizations were not observed to aff
either these profles or their ratio. Clearly, anisotropy e
ists, and, as seen in the relative widths of the transmiss
intensity profles, Dk is larger than D'. In Fig. 2(a) we 
exhibit the transmitted intensity profle parallel to the d
rector in both the positive and negative z directions. For 
the transmitted intensity profle perpendicular to the 
rector, we only consider the positive y direction because
referring back to Fig. 1, measurements along the nega
y direction have a different boundary condition than t
other three portions of the scan due to the opening in 
sample cell; therefore we neglect this data. Also, a sli
asymmetry about the center of the sample cell exists
the scan parallel to the director. This asymmetry is d
in part, to the diffculty in locating the precise center 
the sample cell, and therefore the center of the inten
distribution. In Fig. 2(b) we plot the ratio of parallel t
perpendicular transmissions as a function of radial po
tion from the sample center. The graph is an average
the positive z data and the negative z data, each divided
by the data in the positive y direction. The error bars are
determined by the difference in each of these ratios. T
average takes into account the asymmetry in Fig. 2(a). 
expected, the anisotropy increases rapidly over the len
scales probed. Using the anisotropic diffusion equat
[Eq. (4)] for light transport in the cylindrical cell, it is
possible to estimate the ratio of Dk to D' by fnding the 
best numerical ft to the data. We have performed th
studies and conclude that DkyD' is 1.60 6 0.25. 

In a set of control measurements we flled the same 
with a colloidal suspension of comparable optical dens
created from polystyrene spheres. No anisotropy 
diffuse transmission was observed within the experimen
error of 0.5%, and by adjusting the particle concentrat
we were able to determine the value of the isotrop
photon random walk step that gave a transmission pro
midway between the profles shown in Fig. 2(a). T
colloid random walk step lp was 0.75 6 0.10 mm. This 
gives us a rough estimate for the light diffusion consta
of the turbid nematic 5CB at 514.5 nm, and indicates t
the sample thickness was well over 10 random walk ste

The dynamics of the system were probed in two diffe
ent geometries. The measured temporal autocorrela
functions for backscattering and transmission are sho
in Fig. 3. In the case of backscattering, an approxim

FIG. 3. Dynamical temporal measurements in 5CB. (a) F
ward scattering. (b) Backscattering. 
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FIG. 4. Results of computer simulations. The square of 
width of photon distribution as function of time is plotted. Th
linear relationship indicates the photon propagation is diffusi
The coordinate system follows Fig. 1. 

plane-wave-inypoint-out geometry was employed whe
the input spot size was ,4 mm in diameter. 

For the transmission experiments, we measured the 
relation function at two detector locations radially symme
ric about the input beam (4 mm from the central axis), b
with one detector displaced along the director and the ot
displaced perpendicular to the director. Again, no pola
zation effects were found. We were able to obtain cor
lation functions in both cases, and while some differen
were observed, we found that within our signal-to-noise
was diffcult to distinguish these two curves. To extra
the temporal decay rates, and hence the director’s ef
tive rotational viscosity, we used both the forward sc
tering and backscattering temporal correlation functio
and we demanded that the light diffusion constants, a
the rotational viscosity agree in all cases. We obtain
good agreement between the three values. The geff was 
found to be 60 6 10 cps, in reasonable agreement with t
value of 70 cps that may be obtained by other techniq
[7]. In addition, the average lp was found to be abou
0.75 6 0.2 mm. Because of the rather similar observ
decays from the different source-detector confguration
single lp was suffcient for these fts. 

As a fnal check we performed numerical simulations
diffusion in the 5CB system using experimental values 
the elastic constants [13]. In the simulations, we launch
photons into the medium and allowed these photons
propagate and scatter according to probabilities that 
be determined using the measured constants and Eq.
Some key results of these simulations are shown in Fig
Here we plot the square of the half-width, s2 , of the 
photon distribution in space as a function of time f
motion parallel and perpendicular to the director. W
see that the motion is diffusive and that the diffusio
constants and their ratio are easily determined from th
curves. We obtain Dk  1.3 3 109 cm2ysec and D' 
0.9 3 109 cm2ysec. This is in reasonable agreement w

2.5 D2= 1.31 x 109 cm2/sec ~ 
Dy= 0.90 x 1Q9 cm2/sec 
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experiment and a more rigorous analytical theory that u
these same input parameters for 5CB [9]. 
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Note added.—While this paper was being processe
for publication, a related theoretical paper [B. A. va
Tiggelen, R. Maynard, and A.Heiderich, Phys. Rev. Le
77, 639 (1996)] was published. Its results are in go
agreement with ours. 
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